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As enterprises across the globe strive to improve scalability, harnessing new opportunities
without impacting business-as-usual, the cloud could be a driver for innovation and growth. An
intelligently architected cloud ecosystem helps organizations reduce ongoing IT expenses as
well as the total cost of ownership (TCO). On a hosted cloud-computing model, your cloud
partner quickly resolves IT issues eliminating the need for in-house IT staff. Further, expensive
hardware infrastructure is no longer required, allowing companies to scale fast while maintaining
profitability.
TCS' Enterprise Cloud Software Migration Services for Oracle accelerates a company's journey
from on-premise infrastructure to a next-gen cloud environment. This spans all the key functions
across the back, middle, and front offices, with a focus on end-to-end transformation and
harmonization. Tata Consultancy Service (TCS) understands that every enterprise requires a
unique and individualized pathway to the cloud. Our Enterprise Cloud Software Migration
Services are equipped for a variety of requirements, be it full-suite cross-geography
implementation or an incremental approach where non-critical workloads are transitioned first.

Overview

Our Solution

Modern enterprises are eager to leverage the cloud as a key
driver for agility, process simplification, and organizational
growth. With minimal hardware dependencies, companies can
become more nimble, adapting to changing business needs. This
also makes operational expansion much easier, where enterprises
can explore new possibilities without incurring massive capital
expenses. Unfortunately, companies wanting to move to the
cloud often fear business disruption because of ineffective
implementation. Further, they struggle to identify the best-fit
transformation plan, unable to prioritize functional modules and
plan the way forward.

TCS’ Enterprise Cloud Software Migration Services for Oracle
reimagines your cloud journey, ensuring all critical operations are
moved to the cloud with zero impact on business continuity. As a
result, clients can gain from an agile and cost-optimized cloud
environment, through the following capabilities:

TCS aids companies on their cloud migration journey,
implementing an Integrated Oracle Cloud ecosystem while
ensuring business continuity. Our Enterprise Cloud Software
Migration Services for Oracle are backed by proven solution
frameworks and TCS' Transformation Delivery Method for Oracle
Cloud. As a result, clients can action a world-class cloud-based
environment -- designed for high scalability and low investments
-- gaining a definite market advantage. Importantly, TCS is an
Oracle Cloud Elite Partner, responsible for the first ever
integration of Oracle Sales CX with Oracle ASCP/Demantra. This
makes us a trusted partner to clients across industries and
sectors, looking to make their front, middle, and back-office
systems efficient and future-ready.

Front office transformation - Migrates customer-facing
functions such as marketing, sales, and customer services to
Oracle cloud applications, improving customer experience and
delivery quality
Back office modernization - Transitions back-office functions via
Oracle’s software-as-a-service (SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) frameworks, minimizing the
need for upfront spends
Middle office innovation - Drives efficiency for mid-office
operations by streamlining the setup of new business processes
such as product launches, new services/offerings introduction,
strategy formulation, and supplier management

TCS’ Oracle Integrated Cloud Solution
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Benefits

The TCS Advantage

By utilizing Oracle’s best-in-class cloud technologies and TCS’
field-proven Enterprise Cloud Software Migration Services, you
can achieve the following benefits:

By partnering with TCS, clients can leverage these key
differentiators:

Faster implementation - Expedite your journey to
Oracle Cloud and transition on-premise processes
within short timelines
Seamless integration - Create a unified enterprise
environment supporting co-existence with hybrid
cloud, as well as interlinking with cloud-to-cloud
and cloud-to-on premise applications
Heightened agility - Engineer a cloud-based
ecosystem capable of rapidly responding to
changing business conditions, upscaling or
downscaling operational capacity as per demand
Accelerated growth - Establish the requisite
digital foundation for adopting new locations,
business opportunities or revenue models while
maintaining business continuity
Smarter processes - Automate and simplify
business process management, easing information
flows within the enterprise and enhancing
decision-making

Oracle cloud partnership - TCS functions as a trusted partner to
enterprises embarking on their cloud migration pathway, helping
outline their unique business requirements and transition
roadmap. TCS is recognized as an Oracle cloud elite partner with
years of experience in spearheading Oracle cloud
implementations.
Transformation delivery method - The solution is powered by
TCS’ proven transformation delivery method for Oracle cloud,
addressing multiple layers to accelerate the transition from onpremise to cloud infrastructure.
World-first innovation - TCS’ Enterprise Cloud Software
Migration Services has helped deploy the first ever integration of
Oracle sales CX with Oracle ASCP/Demantra.

How we help our customers
Avis Budget Group, a global vehicle rental company, was looking
to transform its sourcing workflows to strengthen contract
management and reduce procurement costs. This meant
replacing the existing manual and fragmented processes with a
cloud-based next-gen solution. Avis partnered with TCS to
address its sourcing bottlenecks, making key functions consistent
across geographies. TCS implemented the Oracle Fusion
Procurement Cloud Sourcing module for the company’s
tendering processes and Oracle Fusion Procurement Cloud
Contract module for contract lifecycle management. The solution
enabled better communication between sourcing teams,
increasing operational visibility across 20 geographies.
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About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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